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For the past 20 years, QNET has continuously aimed to prove its 
commitment to making sure you get only the best products. The 
same dedication remains today as we constantly search for the best 
and the finest craftsmen in the industry to create stunning lifestyle 
pieces to help you Live Absolutely!

After many years of consistently selling quality-assured products, it 
is with immense pride that I present to you our product portfolio. 
Here you’ll see and feel the intense hard work we’ve put in coming 
up with these creations that are not only beneficial to you but to 
those around you as well.

We have everything you need for your health and wellness. Our other 
products are also guaranteed to help regenerate and renew your 
mind and body; including hassle-free education services that will 
help broaden your knowledge; and great holiday and membership 
deals for your future travel endeavours.

At QNET, not only do we value your holistic wellness, but we also 
want to ensure that what you put into your body optimises your 
mental and physical health.

You, our Independent Representatives, are our greatest asset, so 
it is imperative that we continue to hear your voice and use your 
feedback to help us at QNET understand how we can serve you 
better.

Trevor Kuna
Chief Executive Officer, QNET





THE SPIRIT OF A FAMILY TRADITION
In 1871, when the small town of Pforzheim, or Goldstadt (City of Gold), was just seeing its humble 
beginnings as the centre of Germany’s jewellery and watchmaking industry, the Mayer family set up 
shop and began manufacturing and selling dies (tools for minting coins). 

The independent family-owned business expanded into minting, and soon they were producing 
collectible and commemorative coins from precious metals, which were highly valued all over the 
world. The Mayer Mint GmbH Germany consequently became a key player in the numismatic field. 

With the turn of the 19th century, embossed and engraved covers of quality pocket watches were 
becoming indispensable accessories to enthusiasts; a significant fashion and reputation statement 
that signified the owner’s taste, wealth, and family heritage. 

Third Great Grandfather Mayer took on the hobby of engraving watch covers, and it was this leisurely 
interest that later turned out to be the birth of a passion, style, and a newly found tradition, which laid 
the foundations for Bernhard H. Mayer® watches. 

As time went by, watches became strongly associated with the Mayer business. When the family 
decided to partner with a watch production facility in Switzerland, it was only a matter of time before 
the Bernhard H. Mayer® brand would become recognised as a genuine manufacturer of Swiss watches. 

The vision to enrich the eternal value of precious metals and gemstones, and render high-quality 
watches and jewellery for discerning customers steadily built the Bernhard H. Mayer® name in the 
global luxury goods. 

After 140 years of ceaseless production and five generations of Mayer watchmaking, the rich heritage 
of more than a century of unrivalled knowledge, experience, and skill in every aspect of the numismatic 
jewellery and watchmaking art continues. 

Bridging past and future, Bernhard H. Mayer® master artisans remain faithful to the spirit of tradition 
that began in 1871 while embracing innovation with every new decade to guarantee that the legacy of 
excellence started by the Mayer forefathers will continue onto succeeding generations.



Bernhard H. Mayer

PHILOSOPHY

Inspired by a vision to enrich the 
eternal value of precious metals 
and gemstones and render quality 
jewellery and timepieces for discerning
customers, Bernhard H. Mayer® 
totally commits to offering a wide 
variety of premium products by 
applying the latest in manufacturing 
and production technology and by 
employing the exceptional skills of 
specialised workers and craftsmen.



BERNHARD H. MAYER® 

TIMEPIECES

The prestige and reputation that Bernhard H. Mayer® has 
acquired amongst watch connoisseurs worldwide is not 
solely due to the resources of technical knowledge and 
exceptional skills contained in its horological workshops, but 
also the perfection of each timepiece that stems from the 
consistency with which the Mayer family business has applied 
its philosophy of excellence ever since its foundation in 1871.

Offering an impressive collection of simple and elaborate 
models designed with the look and functions appropriate 
for every style of dress or activity, a Bernhard H. Mayer® 
timepiece is a testimony of its owner’s high standards of 
reliability and aesthetics.

All Bernhard H. Mayer® watches are Swiss-made in accordance 
with Swiss standards of quality and assurance.



C L A S S I C S
To create a watch that is eternal, modern, 
but timeless – such is the aspiration of our 
designers.

Defined by perfect proportions and 
refined simplicity with subtle details, the 
Bernhard H. Mayer® Classic timepieces 
withstand the passing of time with designs 
that will never go out of style.

Each wristwatch communicates an elegance 
as enduring as the precious movements 
they enclose.



Ballad | The Rhythm of Your Time

Date indicator | Stainless steel with rotating bezel | Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating | Stainless steel or brown croco-print leather strap for gents |
Stainless steel or black croco-print leather strap for ladies | Swiss Automatic | Diameter: 44 mm for gents | Diameter: 34 mm for ladies | Limited edition 4,999 pieces



Mecanique - Diamond | Radiate the Impression of a Classy Woman

Small second | Stainless steel with full cut diamonds (total 0.32 ct) | Purple croco-print leather | Folding clasp | Swiss Manual Winding movement |
Diameter: 44 mm | Limited edition 999 pieces



Mecanique | Making a Strong Statement

Small second | Stainless steel with rose gold PVD plated case | 
Brown croco-print leather | Folding clasp | Swiss Manual Winding 
movement | Diameter: 44 mm | Limited edition 2,999 pieces



Pioneer | Legacy of Timekeeping

GMT | Date indicator | Stainless steel with gold PVD-plated case | Domed sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating | 
Black croco-print leather strap | Folding clasp | Swiss Quartz movement | Diameter: 42 mm



Muses | All Eyes on You

Small second hand | Sunray steel dial for gents | Mother of pearl dial with diamonds for ladies | Stainless steel or black croco-print leather strap |
Swiss Quartz movement | Diameter: 42 mm for gents | Diameter: 36 mm for ladies



Chronos | Precision of Time

Day and date indicator | Stainless steel or stainless steel with rose gold PVD plated case | Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating |
Stainless steel or black croco-print leather strap | Folding clasp | Swiss Automatic movement | Diameter: 42 mm | Limited edition 1,999 pieces



Thalia | It’s Your Time to Shine

Mother of Pearl dial | Stainless steel or two-tone yellow gold PVD plated | Stainless steel or two-tone yellow gold PVD plated bracelet |
Swiss Quartz movement | Diameter: 27.50 mm



FA S H I O N
A timely blend of aesthetic and technical 
beauty, the Fashion timepieces are 
conceived to fit modern men and women.

An asset to any wardrobe, whether to 
complement a charming day ensemble 
or an elegant evening attire, a fashion 
wristwatch completes your look with 
perfection and refinement.



Iris Chronograph | Never Miss a Moment

Chronograph | Date indicator | Stainless steel or stainless steel with rose gold PVD plated case | 
Khaki leather strap or blue leather strap | Folding Clasp | Swiss Quartz movement |
Diameter: 38 mm 



Diamond Peacock | Stand Out from the Crowd

Stainless steel with full cut diamonds (total 0.34 ct) | Black croco-print 
leather | Folding clasp | Swiss Quartz movement | Diameter: 38 mm |
Limited edition 1,999 pieces





La Vida Black Ceramic | Rise with Elegance

Black ceramic case and bracelet | 40 zirconias | Black cabochon crown | Folding clasp | Swiss Quartz movement | Diameter: 38 mm



Drift | Avant-garde Speed

Small second hand | Stainless steel | Black silicone strap with 
folding clasp | Swiss Quartz movement | Diameter: 44 mm



Drift Glider | Avant-garde Speed

Small second hand | Stainless steel with black PVD-plated case |
Black silicone strap with folding clasp | Swiss Quartz movement |
Diameter: 44 mm







Stallion | Full Speed Ahead

Date indicator | Stainless steel with IP black-or IP Gun-plated case | Black genuine leather strap or brown genuine leather strap |
Swiss Quartz movement | Diameter: 44 mm



Aurora | Be Gorgeous, Be Rare

Stainless steel or stainless steel with PVD gold-plated case | Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating | Swiss Quartz movement | Diameter: 40 mm



The V Spirit | Live Limitlessly

Stainless steel | Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective 
coating | NATO Nylon Strap | Swiss Quartz movement | 
Diameter: 42 mm 

*Comes with extra strap



S P O R T S
Creating a precise instrument with complex 
movements is not the only way our artisans 
demonstrate their exceptional skills.

To design a timepiece that communicates 
class and style while meeting the criteria 
of technical robustness and supreme 
performance is a demanding challenge.

Bernhard H. Mayer® Sports watches combine 
the best of both worlds − style and strength.

Great companions suited for the active 
orathletic individual who also possesses 
natural glamour and elegance.



Ascent Chronograph | Keeping You Ahead of Time

Chronograph | Date indicator | Stainless steel | Stainless steel or blue leather strap | Folding clasp | Swiss Quartz movement | Diameter: 44 mm



Nauticus Royale ll | Riding the High Tide

Date indicator | Two-tone stainless steel and part gold PVD-plated case | Stainless steel caseback with mineral crystal glass | Black ceramic bezel | Sapphire crystal |
Swiss Automatic movement | Diameter: 45 mm | Limited edition 4,999 pieces



Nauticus Austro | Master of the High Seas

Date indicator | Stainless steel | Stainless steel case back with 
mineral crystal glass | Black ceramic bezel | Sapphire crystal |
Swiss Automatic movement | Diameter: 45 mm | Limited edition 
4,999 pieces



Exemplar | A Stronghold of Excellence

Stainless steel or rose gold PVD with black PVD crown and pushers | 
Black ceramic bezel | Rubber strap with rose gold PVD tongue buckle | 
Swiss Automatic | Diameter: 46 mm x 54.7 mm | Limited Edition
1,999 pieces



Force Quantum | Timepiece of Breakthrough Innovation

Date indicator | Stainless steel | Energy Glass on case back | Stainless steel bracelet
or black leather strap | Swiss Quartz movement | Diameter: 43 mm for gents | 
Diameter: 35 mm for ladies

E N E R G Y
Based on the technology used by Amezcua, 
the Bernhard H. Mayer® Energy series realises 
the concept of combining timepieces with 
unique wellness benefits.

Proudly presented as true works of art that
are especially designed with energy-improving 
functions, making them fascinating yet practical 
items to own.



BERNHARD H. MAYER® 

JEWELLERY

For centuries, people have fallen under the spell of 
sparkling jewels, diamonds, gold, and the like. Thanks to the 
knowledge and love for these precious stones and metals, 
Bernhard H. Mayer® has captured and immortalised these 
valuable objects into timeless symbols of wearable luxury.

Displaying characteristic creativity and enthusiasm, our 
master craftsmen and designers have created varying 
collections of fascinating and enchanting jewellery, each 
possessing distinctive style and individuality to suit the 
personal tastes of wearers.

At Bernhard H. Mayer®, values such as discernment, delight, 
charisma, authenticity, and imagination really count. These 
attributes, combined with our reputation for outstanding 
quality, support us in our constant quest to create 
exceptional jewellery of rare beauty.





Elena Pendant | Enduring Love

18K yellow gold, 0.5 ct diamonds, H, SI, 6.5 g;
with 18K yellow gold chain

T R E A S U R E 
B O X
Stunning and delicate that it takes your 
breath away, the Treasure Box collection 
by Bernhard H. Mayer® is comprised of 
a stunning selection of lovingly crafted 
pendants, each with their own intricate 
and dreamy designs. Signifying everlasting 
love and beauty, the pendants glitter in 
interlacing shades of gold, accentuated 
with dazzling diamonds.

The Treasure Box collection captures your 
sophisticated beauty with the brilliant union 
of sparking diamonds, and gold, resulting 
in a luminous theatre of timeless elegance 
and class. Each pendant tells a story and 
adds depth to your personality. Wear them 
and relive the most unforgettable moments 
of your life.





Kanchana Pendant | Mystical Radiance

18K yellow gold, 0.10 ct diamonds, H, SI, 2.9 g; 
complimentary with gold-plated chain



Lumina Pendant |
Crystal Brilliance

18K yellow gold, 0.05 ct diamonds,
H, SI, 2.2 g; complimentary with

yellow gold-plated chain

Clara Pendant | 
Heartfelt Moments

18K yellow gold, 0.02 ct diamonds,
H, SI, 1.8 g; complimentary with

yellow gold-plated chain

Aurelia Pendant |
Sublime Style

18K yellow gold, 0.28 ct diamonds,
H, SI, 3.4 g; with

18K yellow gold chain



C L A S S I C
The Bernhard H. Mayer® Classic collection 
boasts an unrivalled selection of timeless 
jewellery pieces, capturing eternal beauty 
in simplicity. True beauty withstands the 
test of time, and nowhere is this truer than 
in this luxurious collection that can be worn 
and passed down throughout generations 
to come.

The Classic collection is truly a legacy that 
comes from perfection shaped by some of 
the greatest artisans.

Freya Pendant | Be a Warrior of Love 

18K white gold, 1.00 ct diamonds, H, SI, 4.4 g;
with 18K white gold chain



Amara Diamond
| A Love So Divine

Pendant: 18K white gold, 0.65 ct diamonds,
 G, VS, 5.5 g; with 18K
 white gold chain
Earrings: 18K white gold, 0.42 ct diamonds,
 G, VS, 5.2g



Doris Set | Sparkle Like the Ocean

Pendant: 18K white gold, 0.16 ct diamonds,
 H, SI, blue topaz round, 2.2 g; with 18K
 white gold chain
Earrings: 18K white gold, 0.15 ct diamonds,
 H, SI, blue topaz round, 2.7 g



Milena Heart Pendant |
Dearest Love

18K yellow gold, 0.10 ct diamonds H,
SI, 2.2 g; complimentary with

yellow gold-plated chain

Adonia Diamond Pendant | 
Eternal Love

18K yellow gold, 0.25 ct diamonds,
H, SI, 1.7 g; with 18K

yellow gold chain

Desiree White Gold Pendant |
Wondrous Desire

18K white gold, 0.10 ct diamonds,
H, SI, 1.3g; complimentary with

rhodium-plated chain



CONTEMPORARY
Unapologetically modern, the Bernhard H. Mayer® 

Contemporary collection is inspired by 
the fluidity of shapes – curves, twists, and 
geometrical symmetry. Showcasing the beauty 
of abstract shapes with luxurious stones and 
precious metals derived from the work of the 
greatest artisans, any piece from this collection 
is an eye-catcher and a treasure to its wearer.

Glimmer Pendant | Never Stop Shining

18K yellow gold, 0.19 ct diamonds, H, SI, 1.5 g;
with 18K yellow gold chain



Fleur Set | Love that Blooms
 
Pendant: 18K white gold, 0.17 ct  diamonds, H, SI, 1.0 g;  
 complimentary with rhodium-plated chain
Earrings: 18K white gold, 0.12 ct diamonds, H, SI, 1.9 g



Theia Set | The Brightest of Them All

Pendant: 18K yellow gold, 0.16 ct diamonds, H, SI, 1.2 g; 
 complimentary with yellow gold-plated chain
Earrings: 18K yellow gold, 0.16 ct diamonds, H, SI, 1.6 g



Helix Pendant |
Nothing Without You

18K yellow gold, 0.20 ct diamonds,
H, SI, 3.7 g; with

18K yellow gold chain

Infinite Duo Pendant | 
Together Forever

18K yellow/white gold, 0.035 ct diamonds,
H, SI, 2.4 g; complimentary with

rhodium-plated chain

Caritas Timeless Pendant |
A Love So Kind

18K white gold; 0.14 ct diamonds,
H, SI, 1.5 g; complimentary with

rhodium-plated chain



Emma Infinite Pendant |
Love That Transcends the Universe

18K yellow gold, 0.10 ct diamonds, H, SI, 2.1g; 
complimentary with yellow gold-plated chain

Emrys Gold Pendant |
Immortal Magic

18K yellow gold; 0.05 ct diamonds, H, SI, 3.2 g; 
complimentary with yellow gold-plated chain



Amanda Forever Pendant |
Everyday Adored

18K yellow gold, 0.09 ct diamonds, H, SI, 2.9g; 
complimentary with yellow gold-plated chain

Amore Twin Pendant |
Two Hearts As One

18K  yellow gold, 0.03 ct diamonds, H, SI, 1.0g; 
complimentary with yellow gold-plated chain



D E V O T I O N
The strength and beauty of faith and 
devotion are akin to the paradoxical 
toughness yet divine beauty of precious 
metals and stones. Some of the toughest 
elements of nature, precious metals and 
stones are prized throughout time for their 
captivating beauty.

True devotion is strong and withstands the 
test of time yet the essence of it is innocent 
and pure. Forever capture the object of 
your faith and devotion in this collection of 
jewellery pieces that will last forever.



Allah Akbar Heart Pendant | For God Is Love

18K yellow gold, 0.035 ct diamonds, H, SI, 3.3 g;
complimentary with yellow gold-plated chain 

Aum Pendant  | Channeling Your Spirituality

18K yellow gold, 0.05 ct diamonds, H, SI, 3.0 g;
complimentary with yellow gold - plated chain





Since 1924, the CIMIER team has always lived for their brand and worked with 
enthusiasm, drive, and passion for their clients who recognise the value of a CIMIER 
watch and appreciate its aesthetics as well as its reliable inner workings. CIMIER watches 
reflect the elemental values of the Swiss watchmaking tradition – sophisticated, stylish, 
sporty, high-quality, and an outstanding price-performance ratio.



QNETCity Triumph | Conquer Every Goal
 
Date indicator | Stainless steel or stainless steel with gold PVD plated case | Black rubber | Swiss Quartz movement | Diameter: 44 mm |
Limited edition 2,770 pieces or 1,880 pieces | Official Product of Manchester City FC



QNETCity Victory Automatic | Rise Above the Rest
 
Stainless steel with forged carbon fiber | Black rubber | Swiss Automatic – ETA movement | Dimension: 52 mm x 43 mm | Limited edition 777 pieces |
Official Product of Manchester City FC

THE
QNETCITY
CHAMPIONS
SERIES





200 MILLION YEARS
OF NATURAL ENERGY CAPTURED

IN FINE JEWELLERY

Those involved in the study of crystals believe that crystals can assist in conducting and 
transferring energy to the user, and also contribute to an increase and balance in people’s 
energy levels.

From the sacred tops of the highest mountains in the world, the Himalayan Crystal is 
credited with possessing the highest and most rare form of this energy-conducting ability. 
The ancient origins and delicate, laborious hand excavation of the Himalayan Crystal ensure 
it is forever cherished as an exceptional ‘master’ of the crystal family, and saved for precious 
and romantic purposes.

According to literature by crystal experts, the Himalayan Crystal amplifies energy, possesses 
a high-energy vibration, and is much sought after by many crystal lovers as the most versatile 
‘well-being’ crystal in the mineral kingdom.



ORIGIN AND SELECTION
The Himalayan Crystal is among the rarest and most treasured crystals 
on Earth, hailing from a region renowned for its natural offerings. 
Himalayan Crystals have been exposed to nature’s elements for more 
than 200 million years, which enhance higher natural energy reserves 
over other crystals.

Each Himalayan Crystal is hand-mined and individually selected from 
the peaks of the Himalayas in Nepal, 3,000 metres above sea level. 
Such a difficult endeavour of naturally gathering these crystals means 
they are among the rarest in the world, and their pristine origin results 
in the purest quartz crystal known to man.

SECRET CRAFTING
TECHNIQUE
The Himalayan Crystal CollectionTM is the first and only brand to 
capture the natural energy and pure beauty of these ancient quartz 
crystals. The climax of the 200 million-year-old crystal creation and 
the delicate crafting process is opulent, luxury jewellery creations that 
embrace 18K white or yellow gold, diamonds, and sterling silver 925/- 
with 5-micron rhodium plating.

The pieces of exquisite jewellery that comprise the Himalayan Crystal 
CollectionTM have been meticulously and individually handcrafted; a 
process that demands many man-hours by highly skilled jewellers. 
Achieving the mystique of a diamond appearing within the perfect 
crystal without damaging or scarring the glass-like surface is an 
extremely delicate and difficult crafting technique. This technique is 
a tightly guarded secret and allows the precision inlay of precious 
stones and metals into the crystal.

Only the creators of the exclusive Himalayan Crystal CollectionTM 

have mastered the technique.



Tri Angle Pendant | Optimise and Restore Your Body’s Energy Equilibrium

Himalayan Crystal | Sterling silver 925/- with 5 micron rhodium plating | Himalayan Crystal with ‘lens cut’ | 7.5 g



Heartbeat Pendant | A Spark of Energy, A Touch of Love

Himalayan Crystal | Sterling silver 925/- with 5 micron rhodium plating | 0.06 ct diamonds | H colour | SI clarity | 15.7 g



Himalayan Crystal Embrace Love Pendant | Spark Energy, Elevate Happiness

Himalayan Crystal | 18K yellow gold | 0.09 ct diamonds | H colour | SI clarity | 3.8 g | 18K yellow gold chain





Take hold of the fire in you that burns bright in your very core. Cradle your deepest 
emotions, against the rising and falling tides of the sea. Stay true to yourself. Make 
each day an inspiration for you all throughout your amazing life journey.

Brook & Blaze offers memorable pieces of jewellery that captures the depth of your 
resilient character. Ranging from intricate to sleek, the offerings in this collection are 
united by one credo – that enjoying boundless success requires a strength in passion, 
unrelenting hard work, and a fierce desire to make a difference in the world.

Symbolising two main elements – fire and water – that have fueled Earth since the 
dawn of time, these lovingly handcrafted jewellery pieces serve as a testament of your 
character and echo your inner strength and wisdom.

From glistening shell-shaped pendants, to sparkly earrings, and brilliant bangles made 
from the finest metals, these marvelous pieces remind you of the vast expanse of the 
earth and its endless horizons. As you wear these, the flames of your strength and 
ambition seamlessly fuse with your thirst for life across the seas and the changing tides.

Go through water and fire to realise your inner calling and make your incredible dreams 
come true.



Snow Onyx Pendant |
Glow with Resolute Light

Silver with white onyx crystal | Rhodium Plated | 
Width: 25 mm, Height 50 mm, Thickness 25 mm | 
With a complimentary silver chain - 28”

Midnight Obsidian Pendant |
Flow with Mysterious Lustre

Silver with black obsidian | Rhodium Plated |
Width: 25 mm, Height: 50 mm, Thickness 25 mm | 
With a complimentary silver chain - 28”



LIMITLESS | For Him & Her

For HIM Ring Brass | Brushed Shiny Rhodium | Width: 10 mm | Diameter: 22 mm
For HIM Bangle Brass | Brushed Shiny Rhodium | Width: 10 mm | Diameter: 66 mm

For HER Ring Brass | Brushed Shiny Rhodium | Width: 5 mm | Diameter: 18 mm
For HER Bangle Brass | Brushed Shiny Rhodium | Width: 8 mm | Diameter: 62 mm



Iris Grotto Series | Sparkle from Within

Earrings Brass | Amethyst CZ | Diameter: 20 x 20 mm
Necklace Brass | Amethyst CZ | Diameter: 33 x 20 mm |
 With a complimentary brass chain
Bangle Brass | Amethyst CZ | Diameter: 80 x 70 mm



Starlight Pendant |
Let Your Brilliance Shine Through 

Silver with blue sandstone |
Rhodium-Plated | Width: 30 mm |
Height: 38 mm with bale |
Thickness: 7.5 mm |
With a complimentary silver chain - 28”





Zoe Set | Wave with Dazzling Life

Zoe Pendant Brass with white CZ | Two tones: rhodium- and black  
 rhodium-plated | Width: 19 mm | Height :19 mm |  
 Thickness: 5.5 mm | With a complimentary brass
 chain - 19”
Zoe Earrings Brass with white CZ | Two tones: rhodium- and black  
 rhodium-plated | Width: 17 mm | Height :17 mm |  
 Thickness: 5 mm 
Zoe Bangle Brass with white CZ | Two tones: rhodium- and black  
 rhodium-plated | Height: 17 mm | Diameter: 70 x 60 mm



Juliette Set | Wave with Youthful Splendour  

Juliette Pendant Brass with synthetic sapphire | Synthetic anzanite,  
 Synthetic aqua blue stone | Two tones: rhodium
 and black rhodium-plated | Width: 13 mm |
 Height: 33 mm | Thickness: 5.8 mm | With a  
 complimentary brass chain - 19”
Juliette Earrings Brass with synthetic sapphire | Synthetic  
 tanzanite, synthetic aqua blue stone | Two tones:  
 rhodium- and black rhodium-Plated | Width: 15 mm | 
 Height :45 mm | Thickness: 4.2 mm | Hook: 10.5 mm
Juliette Bangle Brass with synthetic aqua blue stone | Two tones:  
 rhodium and black rhodium-plated | Height: 15 mm |  
 Diameter: 70 x 60 mm
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